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Abstract
This study reports a theoretical examination of the structural, elastic, mechanical, electronic,
phonon and electron-phonon interaction properties of the body-centered orthorhombic structure
of NbPS by using the generalized gradient approximation of the density functional theory and the
planewave ab initio pseudopotential method. An analysis of the elastic and mechanical properties
reveals ductile nature of this compound. The electronic density of states at the Fermi energy is
heavily contributed by d orbitals, revealing a more active role for transition metal Nb atoms in
determining the lattice dynamical as well as the superconducting properties of NbPS. The phonon
spectrum is characterized by anomalies in the lowest acoustic and lowest optical branches which
are dominated by the vibrations of Nb atoms. The characteristic features in the electron and
phonon spectra clearly suggest that the lowest branches of acoustic and optical nature are more
involved in the process of scattering of electrons than the remaining ones due to their phonon
anomalies and the significant existence of Nb d electrons at the Fermi level. From the integration
of the Eliashberg spectral function, we obtain a value of average electron-phonon coupling constant
λ = 1.07, confirming strong interaction between electrons and phonons. The computed value of
superconducting critical temperature Tc = 13.7 K harmonizes very well with the experimentally
reported value of 13.0 K.
PACS numbers: 63.20.kd, 71.15.Mb, 71.20.Lp, 74.25.Kc
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I. INTRODUCTION
The ternary equiatomic transition metal compounds with the chemical formula TT
′
X (T:
electron-poor transition metal, T
′
: electron-rich transition metal, X: P, As and Si) form a
kind of metallic superconductors initially explored more than thirty years ago [1]. These
metallic superconductors adopt two types of crystal structure: they usually occur either
in the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type structure [2] or the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type structure [3].
Earlier experimental studies [1, 4–14] on reveal that hexagonal TT
′
X compounds usually
possess considerably higher superconducting transition temperatures than their orthorhom-
bic counterparts. On the other hand, in 2000, the orthorhombic MoRuP was reported to
display a superconducting transition of 15.5 K [15], which is the highest among the ternary
equiatomic transition metal superconductor family. Perhaps the most interesting member
of intermetallic TT
′
X superconductors is ZrRuP since this exhibits polymorphism and can
crystallize either in the hexagonal ZrNiAl-type structure (h-ZrRuP) or in the orthorhom-
bic TiNiSi-type structure (o-ZrRuP). h-ZrRuP possesses a relatively high superconducting
transition temperature (Tc) of around 13 K and a high upper critical field (Hc2) of 17
T [1, 10, 14, 16, 17]. However, the superconducting transition of o-ZrRuP takes place at
around 4 K [5, 10]. The large Tc difference between these two phases is not expected because
h-ZrRuP and o-ZrRuP have almost equal density of states value at the Fermi level (N(EF )),
with former being slightly higher by 0.04 States/eV.atom [4, 8]. Therefore, according to
the BCS mechanism of superconductivity [18, 19], the electron-phonon interaction must be
essential in establishing higher Tc for h-ZrRuP than o-ZrRuP. Consequently, a fundamental
theoretical study on the physical properties of these phases are required to explain their high
Tc difference. Very recently, this genuinely prompted Baǧcı and co-workers [20] to under-
take ab initio pseudopotential calculations on the structural, electronic, elastic, mechanical,
lattice dynamical and electron-phonon interaction properties of both phases in order to as-
certain why h-ZrRuP is characterized by a higher Tc than o-ZrRuP. This theoretical work
obviously reveals that the lattice of h-ZrRuP is softer than that of o-ZrRuP. This is re-
sponsible for the high Tc value of h-ZrRuP because soft phonon modes of h-ZrRuP make
its electron-phonon coupling parameter (1.25) much larger than the corresponding value of
0.57 for o-ZrRuP and hence enhance its Tc value.
Another interesting ternary equiatomic compound is NbPS (niobium phosphorous sul-
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phide) which crystalizes in body-centered orthorhombic structure [21, 22]. Different from
TT
′
X-type compounds, this compound includes more non-metal atoms than transition metal
atoms. Although NbPS is a non-metal rich compound, it is still metallic, transforming as a
superconductor at around 12 K [21]. Shirotani and co-workers [23, 24] have investigated the
electrical and magnetic properties of NbPS at low temperatures. They have reported that
resistivity of this non-metal rich compound diminishes with decreasing temperature, and
suddenly drops to zero at 13 K [23, 24]. The upper critical field value reported from these
experiments [23, 24] is equal to 17 T. Although NbPS is a non-metal rich metallic super-
conductor, it is very challenging that these values almost equal to the corresponding values
reported for the metal rich superconductor ZrRuP [1, 10, 14, 16, 17]. In spite of relatively
high Tc value of 13 K, the N(EF ) value of NbPS is derived to be 0.51 State/eV.atom from
its specific heat measurement [23, 24]. This low value can not explain the relatively high
Tc value of NbPS since its lower value may give rise to a lower value of electron-phonon
coupling constant as well as a lower value of Tc according to the BCS mechanism of super-
conductivity [18, 19]. It is therefore reasonable to think that the relatively high Tc value of
NbPS must arise from a strong electron-phonon interaction rather than its low N(EF ) value.
On the theoretical side, only tight-binding calculations [25] have been carried out on the
electronic properties of NbPS. This theoretical work [25] has reported that the electronic
state of this superconductor near the Fermi level is mostly d orbital in character. How-
ever, only electronic structure calculations are not enough to understand the formation of
superconducting state for NbPS because of its low N(EF ) value. Certainly, detailed phonon
structure information is required to investigate the relatively high Tc of NbPS since several
measurable physical properties of metallic systems originate from coupling between electrons
and phonons. Specially, transport properties, like electrical or thermal resistivity, as well as
the superconducting properties of metallic superconductors are governed by electron-phonon
interaction.
The above reality prompts countenance for us to execute ab initio pseudopotential cal-
culations on the structural, electronic, elastic, mechanical, lattice dynamical and electron-
phonon interaction properties of the non-metal rich equiatomic superconductor NbPS. The
calculation of structural and electronic properties for NbPS has been realized using the gen-
eralized gradient approximation of the density functional theory [26, 27]. In addition to
structural and electronic calculations, elastic constant calculations have been carried out by
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using the influential strain-stress method [28]. Based on the single crystal elastic constants,
the elastic moduli such as bulk modulus, shear modulus, Young’s modulus and Poisson’s
ratio have been worked out by using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) notations [29–31]. Lat-
tice dynamical calculations have been performed by utilizing a linear response approach,
based on the ab initio pseudopotential method [26, 27]. Electron-phonon interaction calcu-
lations have been executed by combining the Migdal-Eliashberg theory and linear-response
approach [26, 27, 32–35]. The rest of this theoretical work is organized in the following
orders: the theoretical details are presented in Section 2, the results and related discussion
are presented in Section 3 and finally, the summary of this work is made in Section 4.
II. METHOD
In this study, ab initio pseudopotential calculations have been carried out with use of the
Quantum-Espresso simulation package [26, 27]. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials [36] are chosen
to depict the electron-ion interaction. Exchange-correlation of the generalized gradient ap-
proximation of Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof [37] is employed to calculate the interaction
energy of electrons. The Brillouin zone integrations have been carried out with a k mesh of
(6x6x6) for structural properties and (24x24x24) for electronic properties [38]. The cutoff
energy for the plane-wave basis is 60 Ry, with an energy tolerance of 10−6 eV in the iterative
solution of Kohn-Sham equations [39]. The crystal structure is totally relaxed until the force
on each atom less than 0.01 eV/Å. The lattice dynamical calculations have been executed by
utilizing a linear response approach, based on the ab initio pseudopotential method [26, 27].
For the phonon calculations, we have conducted Brillouin zone integration by utilizing a set
of 46 special k points. The calculation of dynamical matrices have been realized on a 3×3×3
q-point mesh, and a Fourier interpolation is utilized to determine phonon frequencies for
any taken q vector.
Electron-phonon interaction calculations have been executed by combining the Migdal-
Eliashberg theory and a linear-response approach [26, 27, 32–35]. We have utilized a denser
(24×24×24) k mesh for the electron-phonon interaction calculations, which need more care-
ful treatment of the Fermi energy. According to the Migdal-Eliashberg theory, the phonon
linewidth originates from the electron-phonon interaction by averaging over the Fermi sur-
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2δ(εkn − εF )δ(ε(k+q)m − εF ). (1)
The Dirac delta functions represent energy conservation conditions. It is worth to mention
that the calculation of electron-phonon matrix element (gqj(k+q)m;kn) has been performed self-
consistently by using the linear response approach [26, 27]. The electron-phonon interaction
spectral function (the Eliashberg spectral function (α2F (ω))) can be defined in terms of the








δ (ω − ωqj) . (2)
The values of average electron-phonon coupling parameter and the logarithmically averaged
phonon frequency ωln can be derived from the integration of the Eliashberg spectral function

















The superconducting critical temperature Tc is estimated from the Allen-Dynes modified








λ− µ∗(1 + 0.62λ)
)
, (5)
where µ∗ refers to a Coulomb pseudopotential which takes values between 0.10 and 0.16 [34,
35]. Following experimental studies on the NbPS superconductor [23, 24], its value is set
to 0.10. Furthermore, the value of the average electron-phonon coupling parameter can be






BN(EF )(1 + λ). (6)
where n stands for the number of atoms per formula unit, No represents is Avogadro’s
number and kB is the Boltzmann constant.
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III. RESULTS
A. Structural and Electronic Properties
The studied compound NbPS exhibits a body-centered orthorhombic structure [21, 22]
with space group Immm and point group D2h(mmm) in which each primitive unit cell in-
cludes two formula units. The atoms occupy the following Wyckoff positions [21, 22]: two
Nb atoms in the position 4(j) (1/2, 0, zNb), two P atoms in the position 4g (0, yP , 0) and
two S atoms in the position 4i (0, 0, zS), where zNb, yP , and zS refer to inner coordinates.
Consequently, the crystal structure of NbPS is characterized by three lattice parameters (a,
b, c) and three inner coordinates (zNb, yP , zS). As the first step of our ab initio calculations,
we have achieved the structural optimization under the condition of minimum total energy
and vanishing forces on atoms in order to specify its lattice parameters (a, b, c) and inner
coordinates (zNb, yP , zS). Then, the bulk modulus (B) and its pressure derivative (B
′
) have
been estimated by minimizing the crystal total energy for different values of crystal volume
by means of Murnaghan equation of state. Tab. I presents the calculated values of lattice
parameters, inner coordinates, bulk modulus and its pressure derivative along with exist-
ing experimental data [21, 22, 24] for lattice parameters and inner coordinates. Generally
speaking, the calculated values of lattice parameters and inner coordinates significantly har-
monize with their corresponding experimental values [21, 22, 24]. In particular, the relative
errors between the calculated lattice parameters and their experimental values [21, 22, 24]
are less than 1% while the calculated values of inner coordinates are almost equal to their
corresponding experimental values [21, 22]. There are no experimental results available for
us to compare our results for bulk modulus and its pressure derivative. The crystal structure
of NbPS is plotted in Fig. 1 by using the calculated lattice parameters and the calculated
inner coordinates. This crystal structure exhibits several interesting features. Each niobium
atom is in eight-fold coordination formed by four sulfur and four phosphorus atoms. The
average bond-length value of Nb-S bonds is 2.598 Å, comparing very well with its experi-
mental value [21, 22] of 2.596 Å. The interatomic distance Nb-P amounts to 2.598 Å which
harmonizes with its experimental value [21, 22] of 2.582 Å. As can be seen from Fig. 1,
the P atoms form perpetual strings in the y-axis with successive short (2.256 Å) and long
(2.479 Å) distances. These values are also comparable with their experimental values [21, 22]
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of 2.221 and 2.504 Å. Finally, the Nb atoms form a dimer in the z-axis with the bond-length
value of 2.991 Å. This value is almost equal to the sum of the corresponding atomic radii
value of 2.90 Å, signaling a strong Nb-Nb dimer in NbPS.
The calculated electronic band structure of NbPS is displayed in Fig. 2 (a) along several
symmetry lines within the Brillouin zone of the body-centered orthorhombic lattice (see
Ref. [41] for the Brillouin zone). The energy scale is defined by setting the Fermi level at
EF = 0. The overall band structure looks similar to the tight-binding results presented by
Keszler and Hoffmann [25]. According to Fig. 2 (a), this compound is a three-dimensional
metal; at least one band with significant dispersion crosses the Fermi level. In order to
explain the orbital character of electronic bands, the total and partial density of states (DOS
and PDOS) are presented together in Fig. 2 (b). The DOS can be divided into two regions
separated by a very small gap of 0.16 eV: one block at lower energies extending from -16.0 to
-7.91 eV and other one from -7.75 eV up to energies above the Fermi level. The peak at -13.2
eV in the first region is mainly formed by S 3s orbitals with lesser but remarkable additives
from P 3s, Nb 5p and Nb 4d orbitals. The valence band located between -12.0 and -7.91 eV
originates from mixed P 3s, P 3p and Nb 4d states with the maximum contribution coming
from the first one. In the second region, we have observed that Nb 4d states are significantly
hybridized with S 3p and P 3p states in the energy window from -7.75 to -1.25 eV, confirming
the presence of Nb-S and Nb-P strong bondings. The dominance of Nb 4d states is found in
the energy range from -1.25 eV to 4 eV. Therefore, the electronic bands of NbPS near the
Fermi level are of mostly d orbital character with a slight degree of hybridization with the p
states of non-metal atoms. The density of states at the Fermi level is N(EF ) = 0.502
States
eV.atom
which almost equals to its experimental value of 0.51 States
eV.atom
[23, 24]. The low N(EF ) value of
NbPS is the first sign of strong electron-phonon interaction due its relatively high Tc value.
The contributions of Nb, P, and S atoms to the value of N(EF ) are roughly 77%, 11%, and
12%, respectively. It is worth to mention that the most dominant contribution to N(EF )
comes from Nb 4d states within roughly 74%. On the other hand, the p states of non-metal
atoms contribute almost equally to the value of N(EF ) within approximately 9%. In the
light of above discussion, we can conclude that d states of transition metal atoms play a
dominant role in the metallic nature of the investigated compound.
For a better understanding of the electronic structure, the Brillouin zone (Fig. 3 (a)) and
Fermi surfaces (Fig. 3 (b),(c) and (d)) of body-centered orthorhombic NbPS are illustrated.
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Even though it seems that there are three electronic bands crossing the Fermi energy level,
the third band is barely touching this level between Y-Γ direction. First Fermi-crossing band
has mainly hole-pocket like characteristics (see Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 3 (b)) while the other two
Fermi-crossing bands are dominated by electron-pocket like characteristics (see Fig. 2 (a)
and Fig. 3 (c),(d)). The first Fermi-crossing electronic band produces two hole-like pockets
around the zone boundary Y point that can be seen from Fig. 3 (b). Second Fermi-crossing
band constructs a closed Fermi surface sheet around the Z high-symetry point that shows
some nesting. All the Fermi surface pockets around the symmetry points except the Γ high-
symmetry point show hole-like behaviour. Although multiple electronic bands cross the
Fermi level and construct Fermi surface sheets, none of them shows a large nesting property
which suggests the picture of conventional superconductivity.
B. Elastic and Mechanical Properties
The elastic properties of superconducting compounds must be investigated since the long-
wavelength phonon spectra is closely associated with the elastic properties of material and
the source of BCS type superconductivity is the electron-phonon interaction. In this study,
elastic constant calculations have been determined by using the strain-stress method as
exercised in the thermopw code [28]: a set of small strains is applied on the crystal lattice
and then the lattice containing the atoms are totally relaxed to obtain the corresponding
stress. Single crystal elastic constants are derived from the determined strain-stress relations.
For the orthorhombic lattice, there are nine independent single crystal elastic constants;
namely, C11, C22, C33, C44 C55, C66, C12, C13 and C23. The calculated values of these elastic
constants are presented in Tab. II. The value of C22 is much larger than the corresponding
values of remaining elastic constants which means that the studied superconductor is very
incompressible along the y axis. It is well known that C11, C22 and C33 represent the linear
compression along crystal axis while C44, C55 and C66 are connected to shear deformation.
Since the values of C11, C22 and C33 are significantly larger than the corresponding values of
C44, C55 and C66, the superconductor NbPS offers stronger resistance to the unidirectional
compression than the shear deformation. For a mechanically stable orthorhombic system,
elastic constants need to meet the following stability conditions [40]:
Cii > 0 (i = 1, 6), C11 + C22 − 2C12 > 0,
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C22 + C33 − 2C23 > 0, C11 + C33 − 2C13 > 0,
C11 + C22 + C33 + 2C12 + 2C13 + 2C23 > 0.
Elastic constants presented in Tab. II totally satisfy the above stability conditions which
means that the superconductor NbPS is mechanically stable in its orthorhombic crystal
structure.
The polycrystalline moduli are more remarkable than the second order single crystal
elastic constants and can represent mechanical properties. The bulk modulus reflects the
resistance to the alteration of volume by external pressure while shear modulus stands for
the resistance to convertible deformation under shear stress. Young’s modulus represents
the resistance to uniaxial tensions. Based on the single crystal elastic constants, the elastic
moduli such as bulk modulus (B), shear modulus (G), Young’s modulus (E) and Poisson’s
ratio (σ) can be determined by using the Voigt-Reuss-Hill (VRH) notations [29–31]. The
Voigt notation [29] represents the upper bound of mechanical modulus in terms of the
uniform strain, and the Reuss notation [30] refers to the lower bound in terms of the uniform
stress. The Hill notation [31] is the arithmetic average of Voigt and Reuss notations. Using





















(C11 + C22 + C33 + 3C44 + 3C55 + 3C66 − C12 − C13 − C23, (9)
BR =
1








ij ) are the elastic compliance constants. The calculated values of BV RH ,
GV RH , BH/GH and σ are listed in Tab. III. Although no experimental data are available for
the elastic moduli of NbPS, the calculated value of BH is almost equal to the corresponding
one obtained by fitting to the Murnaghan equation of states (see Tab. I), validating the
trustworthiness of our calculations. As can be sen from Tab. III, the shear modulus of
NbPS is much smaller than its bulk modulus, which implies that shape deformation is easier
to emerge than volume change for this superconductor. Pugh [42] suggests that the ratio of
bulk to shear modulus (BH/GH) can be used to define ductility or brittleness of materials. If
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this ratio is greater than its critical value of 1.75, materials exhibit ductile nature, otherwise
they exhibit brittle nature. The value of this ratio for NbPS is 1.93, which means that this
superconductor has ductile nature. In addition to the BH/GH ratio, the Poisson’s ratio
(σ) [43] can be used to define the brittleness and ductility of materials. If this ratio greater
than its critical value of 0.26, materials are ductile, or else they are brittle. This ratio is
greater than 0.26 for NbPS which also confirms that the studied compound is ductile.
C. Phonons and Electron-Phonon interaction
First, we will focus on the zone-center phonon modes of the NbPS superconductor since
they play an appreciable role in Raman scattering and infrared absorption. According to the
group theoretical analysis, the zone-center optical phonon modes of NbPS can be expressed
as
Γ(D2h) = Ag + B1g + 2B2g + 3B3g + 2B1u + 2B2u + B3u,
where all the phonon modes are non-degenerate with u and g corresponding to infrared
active and Raman active modes, respectively. The egienvector representations of zone-
center vibrations are illustrated in Fig. 4, together with their frequencies and electron-
phonon coupling constants. The largest electron-phonon coupling constant is observed for
the lowest optical phonon mode with a value of 0.448. This result is not surprising for us
due to two reasons. First, this phonon mode involves opposing vibrations of Nb atoms which
dominate the electronic bands with their d states in the vicinity of the Fermi level. Secondly,
its low frequency gives rise to a larger electron-phonon interaction according to the factor
1
ω
in the integral formula of Eq. 3. The total electron-phonon coupling parameter for the
zone-center phonon modes is larger than 0.9 which is the second sign of strong coupling
between electrons and phonons in NbPS.
Up to now, only zone-center phonon modes are presented and discussed but the knowledge
of full phonon spectrum and phonon density of states plays a vital role in understanding
the electron-phonon coupling mechanism. Therefore, the calculated phonon spectrum of
NbPS is presented in Fig. 5 (a) along the high-symmetry lines within the Brillouin zone of
the body-centered orthorhombic lattice. Interesting features can be deduced from a simple
assessment of this phonon spectrum. First, the appearance of only real positive frequencies in
this spectrum suggests the dynamical stability of NbPS in the body-centered orthorhombic
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structure. Secondly, the low-frequency region contains a set of six phonon bands extending
up to around 6.15 THz, separated by a narrow gap of 0.05 THz from the high frequency
region that includes twelve optical phonon bands, lying between 6.20 and 13.20 THz. This
narrow gap is probably a consequence of small mass difference between S and P atoms.
Thirdly, three optical and three acoustic branches in the low frequency region are completely
dispersive which leads to a strong overlap between them. In order to specify the role of all
phonon branches, the total and partial density of states for NbPS are presented in Fig. 5 (b).
Analyzing the partial DOS one can find that, as anticipated, Nb as the heaviest atom in this
superconductor dominates the three acoustic and three optical bands in the low frequency
region. However, much smaller S and P contributions are present in this frequency region.
Therefore, it will be expected that Nb-related vibrations play a highly significant role in
the formation of superconducting state for NbPS. In other words, they may couple strongly
with the electrons at the Fermi energy. We will further discuss this when presenting the
calculated Eliashberg spectral function. The DOS features between 6.20 and 11.10 THz are
mainly characterized by the hybridized vibrations of S and P atoms which is probably due
to their similar atomic masses. Although P-related vibrations occur over the whole range of
phonon frequencies, Nb-related and S-related vibrations almost disappear above 11.10 THz.
Therefore, the partial DOS exhibits a dominance of P atoms above this frequency.
The most significant feature in the phonon spectrum of NbPS is the softening of the
lowest optical phonon branch (B3g) along the Γ-X, Γ-R, and Γ-X1 symmetry directions.
Along these symmetry directions, the frequency of this phonon band considerably decreases
with increasing wave vector. Therefore, this optical band crosses three acoustic branches
along these symmetry directions and has a lower frequency than them. This behavior of
the lowest B3g mode is known as a phonon anomaly in the literature. This significant
phonon anomaly of the lowest B3g mode appears to be very substantial in the formation
of superconducting state for NbPS since previous theoretical studies on LNi2B2C (L = Lu,
Sc) and YPd2B2C superconductors [44, 45] have shown that a significant phonon anomaly
causes large electron-phonon interaction. In order to reveal a positive relationship between
the anomalous dispersion of the lowest B3g mode and its electron-phonon coupling constant,
we show together its electron-phonon coupling constant and frequency in Fig. 6 (a) along the
R-Γ-X1 direction. The most salient characteristic of this phonon band is that its electron-
phonon coupling parameter approaches the largest value of 3.05 at the R point, where its
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frequency equals to 1.426 THz. This large value is the third sign of strong electron-phonon
interaction in NbPS. The eigenvector representation of the lowest B3g mode at the R point is
displayed in Fig. 6 (b). This phonon mode has a dimer rocking character due to the opposing
motion of Nb dimer atoms along the [010] direction. This character is not surprising since
Nb d electrons dominate the electronic states close to the Fermi level. The eigenvector
representation of this phonon mode leads to considerable changes in the overlap of electronic
orbitals of neighboring atoms, giving rise to a large electron-phonon coupling parameter. It
is worth to mention that the lowest optical phonon branch also exhibits a phonon anomaly
along the Y-X, S-R and Z-W symmetry directions. The anomalous dispersion of this phonon
branch along these symmetry directions makes its electron-phonon coupling parameter quite
large. Especially near the Z-W direction (at q ≃0.20 ZW ), a particular phonon softening
can be observed. This phonon softening happens along the Fermi surface electron nesting
which can be seen in Fig. 3 (c) which was mentioned before. The Fermi surface nesting and
the phonon softening around this q supports superconductivity. Once again, Nb-related
vibrations dominate the eigenvector representation of this phonon branch.
To elaborate the strengths with which different phonon modes couple to electrons and
hence are capable of affecting the electron-phonon interaction properties most, the Eliash-
berg spectral function (α2F (ω)) of NbPS is illustrated in Fig. 7 along with the frequency
accumulated value of the electron-phonon coupling constant λ. A critical comparison of this
spectral function and phonon DOS reveals that the former one is enhanced relative to latter
one in the frequency range from 1.69 to 3.51 THz. It is worth to mention that phonon modes
below 3.51 THz contribute almost 57% of the average electron-phonon coupling constant.
This large contribution confirms that the softening of lowest optical and acoustic branches
plays an essential role in the transition from the normal state to the superconducting state
since they have a dimer rocking character due to the opposing motion of Nb dimer atoms,
dominating the electronic states near the Fermi level with their d orbitals. In addition to
the contribution of low frequency phonon modes, phonon modes between 3.51 and 6.15 THz
contribute to λ in the order of 17%, while the remaining 26% of λ arises from phonon modes
above the narrow gap region.
In the light of above discussion, we can emphasize that the lowest optical and acoustic
phonon branches are more involved in the process of scattering of electrons than the remain-
ing phonon branches because of their phonon anomalies. The calculated values of density of
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states at the Fermi level (N(EF )), logarithmically averaged frequency (ωln), average electron-
phonon coupling constant (λ), superconducting critical temperature (Tc), and specific heat
coefficient (γ) are listed in Tab. IV, together with the experimental values of N(EF ), λ, Tc
and γ. Generally speaking, the calculated values of N(EF ), λ, Tc and γ are comparable with
the experimental values. In particular, the calculated λ from the integration of α2F (ω) is
1.07, being the final sign of strong coupling between electrons and phonons for NbPS. It is
worth to mention that the λ value of NbPS is smaller than the corresponding value of 1.25
for h-ZrRuP [20]. This result is expected because the N(EF ) value of 0.61 States/eV.atom
for h-ZrRuP [20] is higher than that of NbPS and a higher value of N(EF ) can account for
a higher λ according to the BCS mechanism of superconductivity [18, 19].
IV. SUMMARY
To summarize, we have reported a theoretical examination of the structural, electronic,
elastic, mechanical, phonon and electron-phonon interaction properties of the body-centered
orthorhombic structure of NbPS by using the generalized gradient approximation of the den-
sity functional theory and the planewave ab initio pseudopotential method. The calculated
values of lattice parameters and inner coordinates considerably harmonize with their exper-
imentally reported ones. The electronic bands near the Fermi level are of mostly d orbital
character with much smaller contributions from the p orbitals of non-metal atoms. This
result reveals that Nb 4d states play dominant roles in the conduction properties of the
studied superconductor. An analysis of elastic constants and elastic moduli ascertains the
ductile nature of NbPS.
In addition to electronic and elastic properties, lattice dynamical properties of NbPS are
presented and discussed in detail. The most interesting feature in the phonon dispersion
curves of NbPS is the softening of (i.e. shows anomaly in) the lowest acoustic and lowest
optical phonon branches. We have shown that this phonon anomaly leads to strong electron-
phonon interaction in the studied superconductor. Analyzing the partial phonon DOS, we
find that the most of the lattice vibrations below 6.02 THz mainly originate from the heavier
Nb atoms while most of lattice vibrations between 6.20 and 11.10 THz come from the coupled
motion of lighter S and P atoms. Nb and S atoms remain almost silent above 11.10 THz
which is dominated by the vibrations of lightest P atoms. This picture reveals that Nb-
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related low-frequency vibrations have the potential to be more involved in the process of
scattering of electrons than the remaining vibrations.
The calculation of the Eliashberg spectral function for NbPS has been made by combin-
ing the Migdal-Eliashberg theory and a linear-response approach. A critical comparison of
the Eliashberg spectral function and phonon DOS indicates that the former one is enhanced
relative to latter one in the frequency range from 1.69 to 3.51 THz. Phonon modes lying in
this frequency region contribute almost 57% of the average electron-phonon coupling con-
stant. This large contribution confirms that the lowest acoustic and optical phonon modes
dominated by the vibrations of Nb atoms contribute strongly in thr coupling mechanism due
to their phonon anomalies. From integration of the Eliashberg spectral function, we obtain
the value of average electron-phonon coupling constant λ = 1.07 which suggests that NbPS
is a conventional phonon-mediated superconductor with strong electron-phonon coupling.
Finally, the calculated value of the superconducting critical temperature is Tc = 13.7 K,
which compares very well with its experimental value of 13.0 K. We, therefore, conclude
that the conventional electron-phonon coupling theory is sufficient to explain the formation
of superconducting state for the equiatomic NbPS compound.
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TABLE I: The calculated values of lattice constants (a, b and c), bulk modulus (B), the pres-
sure derivative of bulk modulus (B
′
) and inner parameters (zNb, yP and zS) for NbPS. Available
experimental values are also listed. [Need to mention units]
Source a(Å) b(Å) c(Å) B (GPa) B
′
zNb yP zS
NbPS 3.451 4.736 11.996 139.10 4.74 0.125 0.262 0.287
Experimental [21, 22] 3.438 4.725 11.880 0.123 0.265 0.288
Experimental [24] 3.443 4.733 11.919
TABLE II: Theoretical values of the nine independent single crystal elastic constants (Cij in GPa)
for NbPS. [Need to mention units]
Source C11 C12 C13 C22 C23 C33 C44 C55 C66
This work 195.16 74.05 105.22 299.39 86.12 256.88 46.41 99.38 74.18
TABLE III: Theoretical values of isotropic bulk modulus BV RH , shear modulus GV RH , Young’s
modulus E ( all in GPa), BH/GH ratio and Poisson’s ratio (σ) for NbPS, derived from the nine
independent single crystal elastic constants.[Need to mention units]
Source BV BR BH GV GR GH E BH/GH σ
This work 142.05 138.90 140.13 76.20 69.44 72.93 186.53 1.93 0.278
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TABLE IV: The calculated values of density of states at the Fermi level (N(EF )), logarithmically
averaged frequency (ωln), average electron-phonon coupling constant (λ), superconducting critical
temperature (Tc), and electronic specific heat coefficient (γ). For comparison, the experimental
values of N(EF ), λ, Tc and γ are also included.




This work 0.502 179.13 1.07 13.7 7.3








FIG. 1: The body-centered orthorhombic crystal structure of NbPS. Each Nb atom coordinates
with four S atoms and four P atoms while each S atom coordinates with four Nb atoms. Each P
atom coordinates with four Nb atoms and one P atom.
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FIG. 2: (a) The calculated electronic band structure for NbPS plotted along the high symmetry
directions of the body-centered orthorhombic Brillouin zone. The Fermi level is fixed at 0 eV. The





















































) (b) Total and partial electronic density of states for NbPS.
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FIG. 3: The Brillouin (a) and the calculated Fermi surface sheets ((b),(c),(d)) for the body-centered
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FIG. 4: The eigenvector representations, frequencies and electron-phonon coupling parameters of
zone-center phonon modes for the NbPS superconductor.
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FIG. 5: (a) The calculated phonon spectrum of the NbPS superconductor plotted along the high
symmetry directions of the body-centered orthorhombic Brillouin zone. (b) The calculated total















































FIG. 6: (a) The frequency (black line) and electron-phonon coupling parameter (red line) of the
lowest optical phonon mode along the R-Γ-X1 symmetry direction in NbPS. (b) The eigenvector
representation of the lowest optical phonon mode at the R symmetry point.
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FIG. 7: The Eliashberg spectral function (blue line) and the frequency dependence of average
electron-phonon coupling (red line) for the NbPS superconductor.
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